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About Khorikos
Since its inception in 2005, KHORIKOS has quickly gained a reputation for 
excellent programming and stunning performances, and is now regarded as one of  
New York City's most distinguished a cappella ensembles, performing a wide range 
of  musical works from medieval polyphony to contemporary sound sculpture. 
KHORIKOS is regularly invited to perform premieres, internationationally, and 
in unique collaborations with artists of  other genres, including film and dance. 
Collaborators include The National Philharmonic, The Boston Modern Orchestra 
Project, The Indianapolis Children’s Choir, and the Philip Kutev National Folklore 
Ensemble, Bulgaria. KHORIKOS has premiered works by Eric Whitacre (Nox 
Aurumque), Javier Farias (Cantos de Vida Nueva), Robert Carl (Geography of  Loss), and 
Georgi Andreev (A Melancholy Beauty). Performance venues have ranged widely 
from Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall to Roulette and Littlefield in Brooklyn.

KHORIKOS performances have been described as other-worldly, powerful and 
cutting-edge. A fresh take on an age-old art form, KHORIKOS is an experience, 
not just an ensemble. KHORIKOS is a project of  Dorian Artists Corporation 
(DAC) a 501(c)(3) organization.
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Sky Sight (2012)

Jesu Swete Sonne Dear 
At the Manger: Mary Sings

from Four Lullabies (2001)

Shirei Shira (2013)

A Girl for the Blue (2000)
Solo: Melissa Wozniak

The Blue of  Distance (2010)

The Chambered Nautilus (2012)

Ой,  у полі тихий вітер вие (2009)
Solo: Leah Henley

The Language (2015)
Solo: Carah A. Naseem

I Would Live in Your Love (2009)

Kala Pierson

Graham Lack

Karen Siegel

Patrick Larley

Žibuoklė Martinaitytė

Kile Smith

Vadym Mitryayev

Alec Galambos

Nathan Jones

Be sure to visit www.khorikos.com to vote for the winning composition. 
Results will be announced shortly after the end of  the program.



Sky Sight Kala Pierson

Sky Sight opens with brilliant, expansive chords in a free rhythm. The 
piece fluidly cycles through several moods and a wide dynamic range. 
Tenor and bass solos convey a sense of  mystery before the intense 
opening chords return. The text, also written by Pierson, was inspired 
by Friedrich Rückert’s “Widmung” (“Dedication”) and by that poem’s 
image of  a lover’s sight as illuminating and transformative. She wrote 
the piece for the Princeton Singers, who premiered it in the 2012 
ACDA/U.S. Library of  Congress National Symposium on American 
Choral Music.

Sky Sight

Sky sight.
You, my sun, my shadow. Earth in which I root, 
light in which I focus.
You, drinking my grief, letting it drift through my skin.
You, sky sight: show me my singing self.



Jesu Swete Sonne Dear
At the Manger: Mary Sings

from Four Lullabies

Graham Lack

The short choral settings of  Four Lullabies are in strict four-part style without 
any divisi passages. The musical language remains within an extended tonality, 
but admits some modal elements and contains a few unexpected harmonic 
shifts. The first complete performance of  Four Lullabies was conducted by 
the composer and given on July 7th, 1991 by the English ensemble Cantores 
Illuminati in the Church of  St. Hedwig, Schwäbsisch Gmünd, Germany 
during the annual European Festival of  Church Music. The Carl-Orff-Chor 
Marktoberdorf  also included the works in a concert held in the Church of  St. 
Martin in October 1999 under the direction of  Andreas Herrmann. Earlier in 
the year, the cycle was performed by the Choir of  Queens’ College, Cambridge 
in the Philharmonic Hall in Munich’s Gasteig as part of  the 10th International 
Concert of  Choral Music.  Four Lullabies has been recorded for West German 
Radio (WDR) and Bavarian Radio (BR) by various choirs, as well as for BBC 
Radio 3 by the chamber choir Polyphony.

Jesu, Swete Sonne Dear     
Jesu, swete sonne dere,
On porful bed list thou here,   
And that me greveth sore;
For thy cradle is as a bere, 
Oxe and asse be thy fere;
Weepe ich may therefore.

Jesu, swete, be not wroth
Though ich n’abbe clout ne cloth
Thee on for to folde,
Thee on to folde ne to wrappe,
For ich n’abbe clout ne lappe;
but lay thou thy feet to my pappe,
and wite thee from the colde. 

 — Anon. 14th Century

At the Manger: Mary Sings
O shut your bright eyes that mine must endanger
With their watchfulness: protected by its shade
Escape from my care: what can you discover
From my tender look but how to be afraid?
Love can but confirm the more it would deny.
Close your bright eye.

 — W.H. Auden (1907-1973)



Shirei Shira  Karen Siegel

Shirei Shira, meaning “song of  songs” or “song of  poems,” is a collage of  
traditional, joyful Ashkenazi Jewish songs. Three of  the four songs are 
folksongs, two of  unknown (likely European) origins, and one (Hatov) 
originating in Boston. In Shirei Shira, I present these songs in alternation 
and layered on top of  each other, usually either fragmented or in some type 
of  rhythmic variation from their original form. At one point, the same tune 
is heard in a different meter in each voice part. The rhythmic and textural 
complexity changes throughout, becoming a structural component in and of  
itself.
     
Thank you to Tara Publications for granting permission for the use of  Yasis 
Alayich, to Jenny Labenz for assistance with translation and the title, and to C4 
and Daniel Andor-Ardó for embracing the polymeter with enjoyment.

—Karen Siegel

Yasis Alayich     
Yasis alayich elohayich kimsos chatan al kallah.   
May God rejoice over you as a bridegroom rejoices over a bride. 
— Lekhah Dodi, Sabbath prayerbook, based on Isaiah 62:5 
 Melody by Ben Zion Shenker (Modzitz)    

Yism’chu Hashamayim     
Yism’chu hashamayim v’tagel ha-aretz. Yir-am hayam um’lo-oh.    
The heavens shall be glad and the land shall rejoice. The sea and all within it shall 
thunder.
— Psalms 96:11 
     Melody of  unknown origins
     
Hatov
Hatov ki lo chalu rachamecha, v’ham’rachem ki lo tamu chasadecha, ki me-olam kivinu lach 
The one who is good, for your compassion has not ended, and compassionate, for 
your kindness has not ceased, for we have always trusted in you.
— Daily liturgy (prayerbook)
     Melody originating in Boston    
Ashreinu    
Ashreinu mah tov chelkeinu umah na-im goraleinu    
We are fortunate! How good is our portion, and how lovely is our lot!
— Daily liturgy (prayerbook)
 Melody of  unknown origins 

Translations by Jenny Labendz 



A Girl for the Blue Patrick Larley

The text of  A Girl for the Blue comes from a poetic retelling of  the 
Annunciation, which in the Christian tradition is when the Virgin Mary learns 
that she will be the mother of  the son of  God. In Patrick Larley’s setting, 
a soprano soloist antiphonally repeats Mary’s words from the Gospel of  
Luke (“My soul praises the Lord”) while the choir provides commentary, 
imagining her thoughts and feelings upon such a momentous revelation. 
Larley cites plainchant and the Celtic folk tradition as two musical influences, 
which are detectable in the free-flowing, modal choral lines (often presented 
in unison) and in the soloist’s lively, rustic melody, respectively. At the same 
time, unexpected harmonic shifts propel the piece forward and convey Mary’s 
shifting emotions.

From Luke: 1:46
Magnificat, magnificat, anima mea dominum.
(My soul praises, praises the Lord.)

Annunciation
She must have felt an inkling in the past,
Familiar winnowing of  Angel wings.
Alive, beside the Almond leaves, a vast
Importance blesses, like the words it brings.

Between the fearing and the unafraid,
The tides of  will are still and frozen.
No latitude to shout, to run, evade
The complex of  the carefully chosen.

There were no afterthoughts she might forget;
No skillful metaphors through which to grope.
Its words were firm and gentle like a net.
Unchanged, she sat encompassed by their scope,
And triumphed in the trap that Love had set
Beyond her Adoration and her hope.

There was no interchange of  doubt and trust.
Resolved, she passed her father’s flocks and herds,
And free, along the hilltrack’s fretful dust,
She set to wrest her silence into words.
Tell her out, Angels, Accomplish her powers,
Spill like a secret Her separate hours.

A Girl for the Blue, O wonder of  wings,
Complete to her feet, Our fallen devotion,
Controller of  stars, O Star of  the Ocean.
The sea of  the confident castaway stings.

 — Michael Ffinch (1934-1999)



Although there are no words sung in The Blue of  Distance, the piece 
draws its inspiration from A Field Guide to Getting Lost by Rebecca 
Solnit. In the printed score, Martinaitytė quotes passages from the 
book:

“The color of  that distance is the color of  an emotion, the color 
of  solitude and of  desire, the color of  there seen from here, the 
color of  where you are not. And the color of  where you can 
never go… Blue is the color of  longing for the distances you 
never arrive in, for the blue world…”

Martinaitytė says of  her work: 

“I’ve had this life-long fascination with the blue color, which is, 
perhaps, not an accident, since my name, Žibuoklė, in Lithuanian 
is also the name of  a spring wildflower, which happens to be 
blue. Aside from the blue color, I was also very inspired by the 
idea of  distances, and I wanted to create a sonic illusion of  
moving back and forth without the performers physically moving. 
Instead of  using text from the book, I decided to use speech 
sounds such as vowels or humming. So the whole piece became 
this huge play of  various gradations of  distances, of  sounds 
moving from far away to nearby, and back.”

The Blue of  Distance was commissioned in 2010 by the GAIDA 
Festival in Vilnius, Lithuania.

The Blue of  Distance Žibuoklė Martinaitytė



The Chambered Nautilus Kile Smith

The Chambered Nautilus is based on the poem of  the same name by Oliver 
Wendell Holmes. Composer Kile Smith notes that the poem concerns “how 
we progress through various stages, and keep ascending and ascending, just as 
the nautilus does, from chamber to chamber, and just keep getting bigger and 
bigger.” This piece was commissioned by the Cathedral Church of  St. Paul, 
Boston (Ed Broms, Music Director) for its 100th anniversary as the cathedral 
of  the Episcopal Diocese of  Massachusetts on October 7th, 2012, and the 
dedication of  its new sculpture, The Nautilus, on November 2nd, 2012. 

The Chambered Nautilus 
This is the ship of  pearl, which, poets feign,
Sails the unshadowed main,—
The venturous bark that flings
On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings
In gulfs enchanted, where the Siren sings,
And coral reefs lie bare,
Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their streaming hair.

Its webs of  living gauze no more unfurl;
Wrecked is the ship of  pearl!
And every chambered cell,
Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell,
As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell,
Before thee lies revealed,—
Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed!

Year after year beheld the silent toil
That spread his lustrous coil;
Still, as the spiral grew,
He left the past year’s dwelling for the new,
Stole with soft step its shining archway through,
Built up its idle door,
Stretched in his last-found home, and knew the old no more.

Thanks for the heavenly message brought by thee,
Child of  the wandering sea,
Cast from her lap, forlorn!
From thy dead lips a clearer note is born
Than ever Triton blew from wreathèd horn!
While on mine ear it rings,
Through the deep caves of  thought I hear a voice that sings:

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul,
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life’s unresting sea!

 — Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. (1809-1894)



Ой,  у полі тихий вітер вие Vadym Mitryayev

This piece, written for soprano solo and men’s voices, is based 
on a traditional Ukrainian folk song. As the sweeping melody is 
presented by the soloist, the chorus provides rich harmonies and 
rhythmic counterpoint. Tension is introduced through the use of  
suspensions and moments of  dissonance, several of  which resolve 
into unanticipated harmonic shifts. The arpeggiation that begins the 
melody is used throughout as a motif  to tie the piece together.

Ой,  у полі тихий вітер вие
Oh, a silent wind blows in a field and a young Cossack is planting 
wheat. Suddenly, a girl appears from the wood and says, “Help me, 
you lazy Cossack. Take me from the wood and field. Show me the 
way to the road.” The lad answers, “If  you truly did not know the 
way, you would not ask me like this. You would instead say, “Oh, you 
lovely sweet falcon, may I ask you to see me onto the road, and off  
to my home?”



The Language Alec Galambos
It took a year of  searching and a 
few misguided attempts to write 
poetry myself  before finding Robert 
Creeley’s poem “The Language.” I 
was hoping to find that one magic 
poem about verbal communication, 
the dangerous power of  words, and 
how difficult it is to say what you 
mean using words alone. Reading 
and rereading “The Language” left 
me emotional and confused; it was a 
perfect fit.
 
The central contradiction in the 
poem is that words definitely do not 
say everything. Even when it’s used 
carefully, language remains inherently 
inadequate, as evidenced everywhere 
from work emails to wedding toasts. 
We give both spoken and written 
words the power to override our 
intended meanings, but at the same 
time, words are “full of  holes.” Even 
“I love you” is unreliable: the phrase 
is loaded with meaning, but it can be 
made empty through casual use, or 
smothered with angrier words (as in 
“teeth and eyes, bite”). Of  course, 
love can also be communicated 
without any words at all.
 
Unsurprisingly, I had a difficult time 
setting Creeley’s poem for all these 
same reasons. I felt as though the 
poem challenged me to say what I 
mean to say, but also forced me to 
acknowledge that I can’t. 
 
Thank you to the University of  
California Press for allowing me to 
use Robert Creeley’s inspiring poem.

—Alec Galambos 

Locate I 
love you some- 
where in 

teeth and   
eyes, bite   
it but 

take care not   
to hurt, you   
want so 

much so   
little. Words   
say everything. 

I 
love you
again, 

then what   
is emptiness   
for. To 

fill, fill. 
I heard words   
and words full 

of  holes   
aching. Speech   
is a mouth.

 — Robert Creeley (1926-2005)

The Language

"The Language" by Robert Creeley, The 
Collected Poems of  Robert Creeley: 
1945-1975. (c) 2006 by the Regents of  the 
University of  California. Published by the 
University of  California Press.



I Would Live in Your Love Nathan Jones

I Would Live in Your Love premiered in 2009 by the Oklahoma State 
University Concert Chorale and Dr. Dirk Garner. It has also been 
recorded by the Westminster Choir and Dr. Joe Miller. The text 
comes from Sara Teasdale’s poem of  the same name, which appeared 
in her second collection of  poetry. Very much a product of  the 
Victorian era, Teasdale was expected to marry for financial and social 
gain, rather than emotional fulfillment. I believe this poem expresses 
her repressed desire to be overwhelmed and consumed by a loving 
relationship. I tried to capture this longing in my music with a lush, 
enveloping texture throughout. The piece opens organically from the 
opening three-note motif, and climaxes with a powerful statement: I 
would beat with your heart it beats. I would follow your soul as it leads.

 — Nathan Jones

I Would Live in Your Love
I would live in your love as the sea-grasses live in the sea,
Borne up by each wave as it passes, drawn down by each wave that recedes;
I would empty my soul of  the dreams that have gathered in me,
I would beat with your heart as it beats, I would follow your soul as it leads.

 — Sara Teasdale (1884-1933)



Kala Pierson is an American composer and sound artist. Vivid, expressive, 
and rhythmically free, her pieces have been performed in more than 
30 countries on six continents, widely awarded and commissioned, and 
published by Universal Edition. She has held season-long composer 
residencies with American Opera Projects, Tribeca Performing Arts 
Center, and San Francisco Choral Artists. Her music’s “seductive textures 
and angular harmonies” (Washington Post) are “intricately structured, both 
mathematical and lyrical” (Dnevnik). Born in 1977, she studied at Eastman 
School of  Music. She lives in Philadelphia with her spouses and son. 
Connect with her at kalapierson.com.

The English composer Graham Lack was born in 1954. Between 1976 and 
1981 he studied Composition and Historical Musicology at the University 
of  London (BMus Hons Lond, MMus). He received a State Certificate of  
Education from the University of  Chichester (then Bishop Otter College) 
and taught at Epsom High School, conducting the school choir and 
orchestra. During this time he was appointed Director of  Music at St. Paul’s 
Church in Cheam and began to compose motets and create psalm settings 
for the choir there. In 1982, Lack continued his studies at the Technical 
University of  Berlin, writing his doctoral thesis on spectral music. He then 
took up a Lectureship in Music at the University of  Maryland (Munich 
Campus), where he remained until 1989. Between 1993 and 1994, he was 
Head of  Music at Cricklade College in Hampshire, England. He returned to 
Munich in 1995 and remains a sought-after lecturer and speaker at seminars 
and international symposia. He currently works as a freelance composer.

Karen Siegel draws on her experience as a vocalist in her creation of  
innovative choral and vocal works. She is the winner of  the 2014-2015 
POLYPHONOS Choral Composition Competition, in the National 
Composer category. She was also recently awarded first prize in the 
New York Virtuoso Singers 2013 Choral Composition Competition for 
Confessions from the Blogosphere (2006), which sets excerpts from online blogs 
to music. Sponge Squeezed Dry (2008), a setting of  an original text for mixed 
chorus and horn, was awarded the 2009 Starer Award for Composition at 

Composer Biographies



the City University of  New York Graduate Center.

Siegel is active as a soprano, frequently performing her own works, and as a 
conductor with C4, the Choral Composer/Conductor Collective, of  which 
she is a founding member. She recently received a PhD in composition 
from the CUNY Graduate Center, where she studied with Tania León. 
Siegel also holds degrees from Yale (BA in psychology) and NYU 
Steinhardt (MM in composition), where she studied with Marc-Antonio 
Consoli. In the spring of  2015, Siegel joined the faculty at Drew University. 
Siegel lives in Hoboken, New Jersey with her husband and son.

Patrick Larley was born in Frodsham, Cheshire in 1951. He studied piano 
and organ whilst a chorister, and from the age of  15, gained considerable 
choral conducting experience as organist and choirmaster at two parish 
churches in the Cheshire area. After studying organ and singing at the 
Royal Manchester College of  Music and gaining the Fellowship of  the 
Royal College of  Organists, Larley began a professional career centred 
around cathedral music as a singer in Wells Cathedral, Somerset, an 
organist at St. Asaph Cathedral in North Wales and St. James Church in 
Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire, and then as Director of  Music at Ellesmere 
College, in Shropshire. In 1990 he relinquished this post to concentrate 
on his freelance work as a composer, conductor, harpsichordist, and 
organist. Larley is Music Director of  Birmingham Festival Choral Society 
and Ludlow Choral Society, founder and director of  the professional vocal 
group Chudleigh’s Company, and founder of  the early music group The 
Gallery Players. Larley works from the peaceful setting of  his home—a 
converted 18th century malt house in a small farming village in North 
Wales, where he lives with his wife Gill.

Described by WQXR as a “textural magician,” native Lithuanian composer 
Žibuoklė Martinaitytė has a growing reputation for her innovative 
chamber and orchestral music. Martinaitytė studied composition at the 
Lithuanian Music Academy (BM, MA) with Bronius Kutavičius and 
Julius Juzeliūnas. She has participated in numerous composition courses 
in Europe including the Darmstadt New Music Summer Course, Centre 
Acanthes/Ircam, Royaumont, and Stavanger, and in 2001 she received 
a creative residency at Kunstlerhaus Lukas der Stiftung Kulturfonds in 



Germany. Two of  her orchestral pieces, A Thousand Doors To The World and 
Horizons have received the Lithuanian Composers Union Award for Best 
Orchestral Performance. 

Although primarily centralized in Europe, her activity is gaining momentum 
in the USA. In 2008, she premiered her large-ensemble work Polarities, 
which was commissioned for the 10th anniversary of  the MATA Festival 
(New York) and performed by The Knights Chamber Orchestra. She also 
received the “Other Minds” Fellowship (San Francisco) for the spring of  
2011. She has been granted a number of  fellowships for creative residencies 
at the MacDowell Colony for Artists in New Hampshire (2009, 2011), the 
Aaron Copland house (2010), the Millay Colony for Artists (2012) and 
Wildacres, NC (2014).

Kile Smith is Composer in Residence for Lyric Fest, the Helena Symphony, 
and the Church of  the Holy Trinity on Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia. 
His music has been praised by critics and audiences for its emotional power, 
direct appeal, and strong voice. Gramophone hailed the “sparkling beauty” 
of  his music, calling Vespers “spectacular.” Recent commissions include The 
Consolation of  Apollo, The Waking Sun, Where Flames a Word, and May Day for 
the Crossing, the cello concerto And Seeing the Multitudes for Ovidiu Marinescu 
and the Helena Symphony, the song cycles In This Blue Room for Lyric Fest 
and Plain Truths for the Newburyport Chamber Music Festival, Red-tail and 
Hummingbird for Orchestra 2001 and Piffaro, The Red Book of  Montserrat 
for the Philadelphia Sinfonia, and The Nobility of  Women for Mélomanie. 
He also recently completed commissions for organist Alan Morrison, 
the Pennsylvania Girlchoir, the Association of  Anglican Musicians, 
Cairn University, the Episcopal Cathedral of  Boston, and others. He has 
composed for Concertmaster David Kim and Principal Horn Jennifer 
Montone of  the Philadelphia Orchestra.

Vadym Mitryayev graduated in 2007 from the Tchaikovsky National 
Musical Academy of  Ukraine in Kiev, where he studied voice with V. 
Bujmister and composition with E. Stankovich and D. Schirytsa. While 
there, he took part in a festival at St. Alexander in Kiev, where he 
performed Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Requiem as well as his own mass. He has 
also performed throughout Europe as a soloist with Revutsky Academic 



Male Cappella. As a soloist, he has been awarded numerous prizes in 
prestigious competitions such as the international vocal competition in 
Alchevsk, Ukraine (2009), the IUVENTUS CANTI competition in Vráble, 
Slovakia (2011), the Jacub Pustina competition in Žďár nad Sázavou, Czech 
Republic (2012), the VOX ARTIS competition in Sibiu, Romania (2012), 
the Francesco Albanese competition in Naples, Italy (2013), the Maria Bieşu 
competition in Chişinău, Moldova (2013), and the A. Stârcea competition in 
Chişinău (2014).

Most of  his compositions are vocal duets with piano accompaniment, such 
as Fantasia Chanson des Oiseaux, Fantasia Pastore e Ninfa, and Christmas Fantasia. 
He has also written choruses for male voices, romances for solo cello, a 
piano trio, variations for strings and a symphonic tribute to the poet Taras 
Shevchenko.

Alec Galambos
See Conductor Biographies

Oklahoma native Nathan Jones (b. 1983) is a promising young composer 
published by GIA Publications, Southern Music Company and G. Schirmer. 
His music has been performed throughout the United States, Europe, 
South Korea and Taiwan. He is frequently commissioned by both high 
school and collegiate choirs as well as collegiate wind ensembles. I Would 
Live in Your Love has been recorded by The Westminster Choir under the 
direction of  Dr. Joe Miller and is commercially available on iTunes and 
Amazon. Jones is currently pursuing a Doctor of  Musical Arts degree in 
Composition at the University of  Kansas and studies with Kip Haaheim, 
Forrest Pierce and James C. Barnes. He holds a Master of  Music degree 
in Composition from Westminster Choir College of  Rider University 
where he studied with Stefan Young. While at Oklahoma State University, 
Nathan studied composition with Richard Prior and Mike D’Ambrosio 
while earning a Bachelor of  Music degree in Music Education. He has also 
participated in master classes with Morten Lauridsen and Christian Carey. 
Currently, he resides in Lawrence, KS, with his wife, Rebecca.



Conductor Biographies

Jesse Mark Peckham (Artistic Director/Conductor/Chairman) has 
emerged as one of  the most versatile and accomplished young conductors 
of  his generation. His dawning began at the precocious age of  18, when 
young Maestro Peckham was invited to conduct the Beethoven Chamber 
Orchestra in Hradec Králové, Czech Republic. This began what would 
become an extensive career in the Czech Republic, going on to conduct 
many prestigious orchestras, including the Bohuslav Martinu, Moravian 
Philharmonic, and the Česká Kormoni Philharmonic.  From January 
2001 to October 2004, he served as the Artistic Director of  the Czech 
World Orchestra. He then returned to the United States to continue his 
career in New York City.  Maestro Peckham founded KHORIKOS in 
2005, and went on to form Dorian Artists Corporation in 2007. Since 
then, he has masterfully crafted KHORIKOS into one of  New York's 
premiere choral ensembles, which has not only taken New York City by 
storm with performances at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center's Alice Tully 
and Avery Fisher Halls, and a plethora of  other venues throughout the 
boroughs, but has also made waves in the arts communities in the Czech 
Republic and Germany through international touring. Maestro Peckham, 
using KHORIKOS as his vessel, piloted the ORTUS International New 
Music Competition, now in its second year. The program has brought 
in submissions from hundreds of  composers worldwide, including 
notable 2014 finalists Frank La Rocca, Nicholas Omiccioli, and Ingrid 
Stölzel. Maestro Peckham will continue pushing the boundaries of  choral 
music with KHORIKOS through inventive early music and new music 
programming. 



Justin Ballard (Assistant Conductor) is a vocalist and conductor based in 
New York City. Justin began vocal studies at age thirteen, and two years 
later he was selected as an elite vocalist in the Governor’s School for the 
Arts Program. He received his Bachelor of  Music in Vocal Performance 
from the University of  Kentucky, where he performed lead roles in Le 
Nozze di Figaro, Madama Butterfly, and The Little Prince. He has also performed 
lead roles in the Broadway musicals Children of  Eden, Damn Yankees, Carousel, 
1776, and Annie Get Your Gun. He has been working in New York City as an 
operatic and choral singer since July 2006. May 2008 marked his conducting 
debut with KHORIKOS, and October 2008 was his European conducting 
debut, when KHORIKOS toured the Czech Republic and Germany.

Alec Galambos (Assistant Conductor) is an NYC-based composer and 
conductor for film, multimedia, and concert projects. After growing up 
on a steady diet of  piano and choral music, he studied composition at 
Emory University and then moved to New York to pursue a MM degree 
in Composition and Film Scoring at NYU. Galambos has since recorded 
scores and incidental music for independent features, documentaries, 
shorts, and animations, and has contributed music and sound design to 
nationwide advertising campaigns and video games. His obsession with 
choral music has led him to create original works for KHORIKOS and the 
Greenwich Village Chamber Singers, as well as more than a hundred vocal 
arrangements for ensembles across the country, ranging in scope from 
barbershop quartet to 250-singer choral army. His music has somehow 
ended up at a Film Festival in Croatia, at New York’s Merkin and Carnegie 
Halls, NYC’s Galapagos Art Space, and on a baseball field with Maestro 
Itzhak Perlman conducting.  Eric Whitacre favorited one of  his tweets 
once, marking a significant highlight in his career and life.



KHORIKOS would principally like to thank Father Joe and the 
generosity of  The Shrine Church of  St. Anthony of  Padua for our 
continued residence in this beautiful space.

We would also like to thank Arielle Datz, Hannah Sage Campbell, 
Hannah Sheldon-Dean, John Clinton, Nick Einhorn, Monica Jo 
Montany, Alec Galambos, Carah A. Naseem, Melissa Wozniak, Dean 
Chryssovergis, and Nick DePasquale, for the hard work put into 
making this concert happen.

KHORIKOS would also like to thank our winning composers for 
their beautiful works, and also for their time and individual attention 
to the music-making process. Moreover, KHORIKOS also extends 
its gratitude to the dozens upon dozens of  other composers who 
entered the 2015 ORTUS International New Music Competition, for 
without their energy and drive, this competition and this choir would 
have no momentum.

Finally, special thanks go to the continued support of  the Dorian 
Artists Corporation and its board of  directors.




